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  Abstract 
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During operation of nuclear power reactors reactivity initiated 
accidents (RIA) can occur, such as a control rod drop. If this 
occurs, the reactivity increase dramatically and leads to an in-
crease in power, fuel enthalpy and fuel temperature. The fuel 
and reactor can be damaged. A methodology to simulate these 
accidents has been developed for Forsmark Nuclear Power Plant 
in cooperation with Westinghouse, referred to as the POLCA7 
methodology. The POLCA7 methodology results in a limit for 
fuel failure regarding reactivity of the control rod that dropped in 
pcm/control rod percent. The limit is estimated from simulations 
in POLCA7, a static and deterministic code and POLCA-T, a 
dynamic code. The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the method-
ology and investigate what happens in a reactor if a control rod 
drops during hot zero power. Hot zero power is a phase during 
start-up, where the power is low (~2% of installed power) and 
the reactor have operation pressure and temperature. 

The POLCA7 methodology was applied on historic cycles in 
Forsmark. To evaluate the POLCA7 methodology the control 
rod drop was simulated in S3K, a dynamic software. The results 
from these cycles indicate that the limit for fuel failure set in the 
POLCA7 methodology in pcm/control rod percent is very con-
servative for fuel with low and medium burnup. Even though the 
limit is exceeded, the dynamic simulation in S3K shows that the 
fuel is far from failure regarding SSM limits in fuel enthalpy and 
cladding temperature. In this thesis new limits in POLCA7 has 
been generated, which is remarkably higher than the original 
limit from the POLCA7 methodology. 

To challenge the methodology, an unrealistic fuel design was 
simulated with fuel with high burnup surrounded by high reac-
tive fuel. With this fuel design, the enthalpy limit from SSM was 
exceeded for the fuel with high burnup. The limit from the 
POLCA7 methodology was exceeded which indicate that the 
POLCA7 methodology meets the goal of detecting severe RIAs. 
Fuel with high burnup seems to be the most important fuel to 
investigate at a RIA simulation.  
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  Another discovery is that POLCA7 gives the most severe acci-
dent at 2% power, but in S3K it is given by 3-4% power. This is 
a problem with the POLCA7 methodology. 

Suggestions are made on how to lower the calculation time and 
improve the methodology. A control rod sequence that gives an 
even power distribution and a core with the fuel with high 
burnup in the periphery and only a few fresh fuels is preferred to 
avoid damage at a RIA. A control rod sequence was designed for 
the new cycle in Forsmark 1, in order to try to create a cycle 
without problems due to RIA. The new sequence was a success 
with no control rods exceeding the limit of 82 pcm/control rod 
percent, and it shows that conclusions about the impact of the 
sequence are correct.  

Conclusion is made that the methodology should be further in-
vestigated and there are good chances to develop a good and 
time efficient analysis in the future. One presented suggestion is 
to have a dynamic simulation of the incident instead of the axial 
simulation. The evaluation with SSM’s limits would then be 
direct. 
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 
SUMMARY IN SWEDISH 
Under 1950-talet konstruerades de första elproducerande kärnkraftverken. Driften av ett kärn-
kraftverk är förenat med risker och eftersom eventuell spridning av radioaktiva partiklar vill 
undvikas till varje pris är säkerhetsarrangemangen omfattande.  

I Forsmark är tre kokvattenreaktorer i drift sedan 1980-talet. I en kokvattenreaktor finns 
bränsle som består av uran. När neutroner träffar bränslet, klys uranatomerna och frigör 
energi. Den frigjorda energin får det omgärdande vattnet att koka och den producerade ångan 
driver en turbin och en generator som alstrar elektricitet.  

Mellan bränslet sitter neutronabsorberande styrstavar som används för att reglera effekten i 
reaktorn. Under uppstart av reaktorn dras styrstavarna ut ur reaktorn och effekten ökas. Styr-
stavarna manövreras underifrån i en reaktor av kokardesign. I uppstartsfasen av reaktorn 
skulle en styrstav kunna separeras från sitt drivdon och fastna inskjuten i reaktorn. Om den 
senare faller ut ur reaktorn på grund av gravitationen ökar neutronflödet dramatiskt och leder 
till en ökad reaktivitet och effekt i reaktorn. Detta är inte önskvärt eftersom okontrollerad 
ökad effekt leder till ökad entalpi (energi i bränslet) och ökad temperatur i kärnbränslet. 
Bränslet och reaktorn kan skadas och senare leda till radioaktiva utsläpp. Det är därför nöd-
vändigt att simulera en eventuell incident för att försäkras om att reaktorn klarar av den. 

Westinghouse har i samarbete med Forsmark utvecklat en metod för att simulera om en styr-
stav faller ur en reaktor under uppstart (POLCA7 metodiken). Metoden har resulterat i ett 
gränsvärde i reaktivitet/styrstavsprocent som inte bör överstigas om bränsleskador ska undvi-
kas. Målet med examensarbetet är att utvärdera den framtagna metodiken och undersöka vad 
som händer i reaktorn om en styrstav faller ur. 

POLCA7 metodiken applicerades på historiska cykler på Forsmarks tre reaktorer (Mellan 
cykler stängs reaktorn av, gammalt bränsle plockas ur och nytt sätts in. Detta görs en gång om 
året). Händelsen fallande styrstav simulerades med dataprogrammen POLCA7 och S3K. 
POLCA7 är en statisk och deterministisk beräkningskod framtagen av Westinghouse och an-
vänds i detta arbete för att räkna ut styrstavarnas reaktivitet. S3K är en dynamisk kod framta-
gen av Studsvik Scandpower. S3K används i detta arbete för att simulera bränsleentalpier och 
kapslingstemperaturer. De styrstavar som överskridit Westinghouse gränsvärde i POLCA7 
(reaktivitet/styrstavsprocent) visade sig inte överstiga gränsvärdena i S3K som syftar till 
bränslets entalpi och kapslingstemperatur(SSMs krav). Det gav en indikation på att Westing-
houses gränsvärde från POLCA7 metodiken är för konservativt för bränsle med låg- och 
medelutbränning. Nya gränsvärden (reaktivitet/styrstavsprocent) togs fram på samma sätt som 
i POLCA7 metodiken, och examensarbetets nya gränsvärden var avsevärt högre. 

Ytterligare problem upptäcktes med POLCA7 metodiken. I POLCA7 gavs de mest begrän-
sande fallen (avseende höga värden på reaktivitet/styrstavsprocent) då reaktoreffekten var 2% 
av installerad effekt, men i S3K gavs de mest begränsande fallen (avseende höga bränsle-
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entalpier) av en reaktoreffekt på 3-4%. Om ett fall sorteras ut i POLCA7, kan alltså fall som 
ger en högre bränsleentalpi i S3K missas. 

Fyra olika härdar designades och simulerades för att undersöka hur metodiken beter sig i ex-
tremfall. Den mest utbrända bränslepatronen sattes tillsammans med det mest reaktiva bräns-
let. Detta resulterade i att SSMs gränsvärde för bränsleentalpi överskreds för de mest utbrända 
patronerna vid simulering i S3K. Westinghouses gränsvärde i reaktivitet/styrstavsprocent 
överskreds också, vilket visar att metoden till viss del fungerar, då denna härddesign hade 
stoppats. Det ska dock betonas att den designade bränslesammansättningen är högst orealist-
isk. 

Slutsatserna är att vissa delar av metodiken kan plockas bort då inget resultat indikerar att de 
beräkningarna är nödvändiga (simuleringarna vid början av cykeln och mitten av cykeln). 
Metodiken behöver undersökas närmre för att räta ut frågetecken som kvarstår, som till ex-
empel detaljerna om hur gränsvärdet är framtaget. Om styrstavarna dras ut på ett sådant sätt 
att effektfördelningen blir jämn över hela reaktorn, samt om högutbränt bränsle placeras i 
periferin och få bränslepatroner är helt färska, blir en incident av denna typ mindre allvarlig. 
Ett lyckat försök att skapa en stystavssekvens utan styrstavar som överskrider Westinghouse 
gränsvärde gjordes och visar att dragna slutsatser om styrstavssekvensens påverkan är rätt. 

Att ta fram en mindre tidskrävande och direkt analys i framtiden är möjligt och högst önsk-
värt. Ett presenterat förslag är att istället för den axiella beräkningen göra en dynamisk simu-
lering, för att på ett mycket enkelt sätt utvärdera direkt mot SSMs krav. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The POLCA7 methodology that Westinghouse developed for Forsmark to simulate RIA has 
been evaluated. The results from the evaluation indicate that the limit for fuel failure (in 
pcm/control rod present) set by Westinghouse in POLCA7 is conservative for fuel assemblies 
with low and medium burnup. Even though the limit is exceeded, the dynamic simulation in 
S3K shows that the fuel is far from failure regarding SSM’s limit in fuel enthalpy and clad-
ding temperature.  

One discovery is that POLCA7 gives the most severe accident at 2% power, but in S3K it is 
given by 3-4% power. This is a problem with the methodology. 

The calculation time could be decreased by removing the simulation at beginning of cycle and 
middle of cycle. A control rod sequence that gives an even power distribution and a core with 
the burned up fuel in the periphery and only a few fresh fuels is preferred to avoid damage of 
a RIA. A control rod sequence was designed for the new cycle in Forsmark 1, in order to try 
to create a cycle without problems due to RIA. The new sequence was a success with no con-
trol rods exceeding the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent, and it shows that conclusions 
about the impact of the sequence are correct.  

The methodology should be further investigated and the chance to develop a more time effi-
cient and direct analysis in the future is promising. One presented suggestion is to have a dy-
namic simulation of the incident instead of the axial simulation. This would result in a more 
realistic and easy evaluation of the results with respect to SSM’s limits. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1950s the first nuclear reactors capable of producing electricity was constructed. Operation 
of nuclear power plants is not risk free and therefore the analyses of all possible accidents are 
crucial. One type of such accidents is when fission rate and reactor power unintentionally in-
creases and the reactor can be damaged. Figure 1 shows a power peak as a result from a con-
trol rod drop. This type of incident is called a reactivity initiated accident (RIA).  

 

Figure 1- One example of a control rod drop. The control rod falls at 1s and follows by a power peak that can damage 
the fuel and the reactor.   

One example of a RIA occurred in 1961 in Idaho Falls, USA. The reactor was a small light 
water research reactor of 3 MWt. After several incidents from problems with control rods that 
could not be inserted in the core and loss of burnable absorbers, the reactor was shut down 
due to maintenance. It was stated that the reactor could go critical just by removing the central 
control rod to 75%. During unknown circumstances, the central control rod was withdrawn 
further than planned and the power increased dramatically. The increasing steam production 
created a pressure rise and finally resulted in a jumping reactor vessel and a severely damaged 
core. Three maintenance workers died. The area is still today under supervision due to radio-
activity in soil and groundwater [1]. The accident at Idaho Falls and other severe RIA acci-
dents like Chernobyl motivate the important RIA simulations to assure that unforeseen events 
don’t lead to severe accidents.  

During operation of a boiling water reactor (BWR) control rods are used to regulate the power 
in the reactor. The control rods absorb neutrons and since the power of the reactor depends on 
the flux of neutrons, the control rods are essential to the reactivity control of a nuclear reactor.  

A type of RIA that can occur during the start-up phase in BWRs will be studied in this thesis. 
During nuclear heating the control rods are withdrawn from the core at the start-up phase of 
the nuclear power plant. If one control rod gets stuck inserted in the core and at a later time 
during start-up phase falls out; there will be a significant reactivity increase in the core. It is 
necessary to evaluate and verify that the reactor can handle this type of RIA, without any fail-
ure of the fuel or cladding. This kind of accident is considered unlikely to occur, but since an 
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accident can give consequences it is necessary to evaluate it. No RIA’s have occurred in 
PWRs and BWRs of current design [2]. 

The origin of this thesis is based on the following points. 

§ RIA simulations are essential to ensure that the reactor is safe if a reactivity initiated 
accident occurs. Forsmark nuclear power plant (NPP) has a new methodology (ref-
ferred to as the POLCA7 methodology) from Westinghouse to simulate RIA in F1 
and F2, which should be evaluated in more detail. No universal methodology to simu-
late RIA is available and F3 have another methodology.  

§ Is a more time efficient analysis possible for a RIA? It would save a lot of time for the 
reactor physicists since every new cycle with a new composition of fuel and a new 
control rod sequence needs to be simulated. It is done to verify that operating limits 
are not exceeded. 

§ Is it possible to design a control rod sequence or to create a core design to avoid prob-
lems due to RIA? 

§ Recently it has been determined that cladding failure can occur at lower fuel enthalpy 
levels than was known before at control rod drops accidents. This has resulted in new 
RIA criterion from NRC [3].  

§ More realistic analysis than before is possible since the development of dynamic 
codes (like POLCA-T and S3K) is moving forward.  

The aim of the project is therefore to evaluate what happens when a control rod falls out of 
the reactor during the start-up phase and to evaluate if improvements can be done in the pre-
sent POLCA7 methodology. Present and historical cycles from Forsmark NPP are evaluated. 
The aim of the thesis is also to answer the questions; is a more time efficient analysis possi-
ble? Is it possible to design the control rod sequence or to create a core design to avoid ex-
ceeded limits due to RIA? The thesis is performed at the reactor physics group at Forsmark 
NPP.  
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2. BOILING WATER REACTOR 
A boiling water reactor (BWR) generates electricity by boiling water in the reactor. The ener-
gy is generated from fissions in the nuclear fuel that releases energy into the reactor water. 
The steam from the reactor expands in a turbine and the turbine is connected to a generator 
that produces electricity [4]. 

2.1 FORSMARK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
Forsmark NPP has three boiling water reactors. Forsmark 1 (F1) and 2 (F2) have an installed 
thermal power of 2928 MW each while Forsmark 3 (F3) has an installed thermal power of 
3300 MW. The plant started operating in 1980-1985. The plant produces 20-25 TWh per year, 
corresponding to 15-20% of the total electricity consumption in Sweden [5]. 

2.2 FUEL AND CLADDING CHARACTERISTICS 
The fuel is consisting of UO2, with the fissile nucleus 235U and the fertile nucleus 238U. The 
fissile 235U is enriched to a level of <5%. The pellets are arranged in tubes of Zircaloy, re-
ferred to as cladding. Zirkaloy is an alloy mostly consisting of zirconium. The fuel and clad-
ding has a diameter of ~1 cm and length of ~4 meters. In today’s modern fuel for BWRs the 
fuel rods are arranged in quadratic fuel assemblies with 10x10 rods. The lifetime of a fuel 
assembly is approx. 5-6 years, and the burnup at the end of its lifetime is 40-60 MWd/kgU 
[6]. The operation limit for Forsmark is an average fuel assembly burnup of 48 MWd/kgU. 

The properties of fuel and cladding are not consistent throughout a cycle; it depends on 
burnup. The thermal conductivity and the melting temperature declines for the fuel pellet with 
increased exposure. At the periphery of the pellet, local build-up of plutonium and fission 
products occurs. This leads to the change of the radial power distribution, and affect fuel de-
formation behaviour and the amount of fission gas release. The power distribution does not 
only change with burnup, but also by the composition of the fuel [2]. 

The cladding tubes are damaged by the radiation during the cycle and the radiation reduces 
the ductility. The interaction with the moderator water causes embrittlement due to the for-
mation of oxygen and hydrogen. Oxide layers (ZrO2) is formed [2]. 

UO2 melting temperature is 2847 ±30 ° C, and it decreases with build-up of fission products 
and increased burnup [2].  

2.3 REACTIVITY CONTROL 
The power of the reactor is dependent of the multiplication constant keff. It describes the criti-
cality of the reactor by the balance of born neutrons and absorbed/lost neutrons. If keff=1, the 
chain reaction of fission is constant and can sustain itself.  If keff<1 the reactor is sub critical, 
If keff>1 the reactor is super critical [1]. 

The reactivity of a reactor is defined as the deviation in the neutron balance by eq. 1. The re-
activity is expressed in per cent mille (pcm=10-5) [1]. 

! = !!""!!
!!""

     eq. 1 
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The fission cross section for 235U is larger in the thermal region, see figure 2. To fission the 
fuel effectively, the neutrons have to be slowed down to thermal energies (<0,1 eV [7] ) in the 
moderator by inelastic scattering [1] . 

 

Figure 2 - Cross section for U235 from National Nuclear Data Center [8]. The cross section (possibility) for fission is 
marked at the y-axis. At the x-axis the energy of the incident neutron is plotted. 

2.3.1 CONTROL RODS 
A control rod absorbs neutrons and is used to regulate the power of the reactor. A shutdown 
reactor has all control rods inserted in the core. During start up, the control rods are with-
drawn in sequences to increase the neutron flux and the power. Throughout the cycle the con-
trol rods are withdrawn to compensate the burnup of the fuel. By the end of the cycle they are 
fully withdrawn from the core. The absorbing parts of the control rods are made of boron or 
hafnium that are prone to absorb neutrons. For a BWR; the control rod blades form a cross 
and are inserted in the core between four fuel elements, forming a so called super cell, see 
figure 3. In a BWR the control rods are inserted from below by a mechanical drive mecha-
nism. At a scram (a fast automatic shutdown of the reactor), the control rods are inserted in 
less than 4 seconds by a compressed water injection. Total length of a control rod is ~6,4 me-
ter including handle, blades, shaft and extender. The active (absorbing) part is ~3,6 meters 
long [9]. 

 

Figure 3 - simplified model of a supercell, seen from above. Four black fuel assemblies with a bluemarked control rod 
between. The fuel assemblies contains 10x10 fuel pins. 

During operation, the position of the control rod is measured in %. If the control rod has posi-
tion 0, it is inserted in the core. If the control rod has the position 100, it is fully withdrawn 
from the core. The control rod pattern is all control rod positions summarized [10], for exam-
ple F1 and F2 have 161 control rods each, and their maximum control rod pattern is therefore 
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16100%. F3 have 169 control rods and therefore a maximum pattern of 16900% when all rods 
are withdrawn from the core [5]. The control rod pattern in % is referred to as Pattern in this 
thesis. 

The first critical stage during start-up is reached at ~5000-6000% for F1 and full power is 
reached at ~14000-15000%. This thesis focus is at the region around ~8000-11000%, at a 
phase called hot zero power, which will be further explained in section 2.4.  

The reactivity worth of the control rods are dependent on the position in the core, i.e how 
much the control rod is withdrawn. A control rod is less reactive in the beginning of with-
drawal and at the end of the withdrawal. The reactivity worth of an inserted control rod as a 
function of the distance of withdrawal is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Simple model of worth in reactivity for a control rod depending on the position in the core. X-axis: the 
position of the control rod, 100 is fully inserted, 0 is fully withdrawn. Y-axis: p(x) is the reactivity for the control rod 
at position x in the core. p(H) is the reactivity for the control rod when it is fully inserted in the core. Since the func-
tion has its steepest curve in the middle, this is the most reactive part of the control rod. 

2.3.2 COOLANT 
At normal operation, the power of the reactor is regulated by the control rods and the coolant, 
water. Coolant and moderator is the same media in a light water reactor. The coolant flow is 
regulated by recirculation pumps. If the coolant flow is rising, there is less void and more wa-
ter, we obtain more neutrons in the thermal region and the reactivity is increasing. For F1, the 
recirculation pumps are normally at full power operating at 9500-11000 kg/s [1]. 

The recirculation pumps are connected to flywheels. The flywheels are used to store energy 
and if the recirculation pumps for some reason stops, the stored energy in the flywheels sof-
tens the transient. The flywheels have impact on the CPR limit which is further explained in 
section 2.6.3 and 4.2.2. 

2.3.3 BURNABLE ABSORBER 
Fresh fuel is very reactive. To be able to have a constant power during the cycle, the high re-
activity needs to be damped at the beginning. Burnable absorbers are used to absorb the extra 
neutrons. As burnable absorber gadolinium is often used, which are very prone to absorb neu-
trons. The amount of gadolinium is chosen to be burned out at the end of the first cycle. At the 
end of the cycle the fresh fuel has reached the reactivity peak [1].  
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2.3.4 THE DOPPLER FEEDBACK 
A neutron in a reactor can be absorbed, scattered, leaked to the environment or lead to a new 
fission. In 238U the absorption cross section is highly dependent on the temperature of the fuel 
and resonances exists for certain energies, see figure 5. At low temperature, these resonances 
are high but narrow. If the fuel temperature rises, the resonances become wider and 238U can 
absorb neutrons from a wider energy interval. More lost neutrons due to absorption means 
less neutrons to keep up the chain reaction and the power decreases. At fast transients the 
Doppler feedback is the dominating damping factor in a fast increasing power peak [11]. 

 

Figure 5 – Simple model of Doppler broadering of the capture crossection of 238U at a resonance peak. The cross sec-
tion is listed at the y-axis. The neutron energy is at the x-axis. The figure shows how the resonances can capture neu-
trons from a wider energy interval at higher fuel temperature for 238U. 

2.3.5 THE MODERATOR DENSITY FEEDBACK 
Water is the moderator that slows down the neutron to thermal energies by inelastic scatter-
ing. If the power rises, the density of the moderator decreases by the increase of void or the 
increased temperature of the moderator. If the density is low, the absence of moderator leads 
to more absorption in 238U in the resonance region. However, water can also absorb neutrons. 
Hence the reactivity changes due to the temperature and the density of the moderator and is a 
balance of the two effects. The reactor is designed to have a negative moderator temperature 
coefficient at full pressure and power, i.e., if the density of the moderator decreases, the reac-
tivity decreases. During start-up and at the end of a cycle the coefficient could be positive at 
low temperatures [1].  

2.3.6 PROMPT CRITICALITY 
Prompt neutrons and delayed neutrons are emitted due to fission. The prompt neutrons are 
emitted in the fission moment, and the delayed neutrons are emitted 0,2-55 seconds later. The 
part delayed neutrons in only ~0,65% but is essential to the power control of the reactor. Av-
erage lifetime of a prompt neutron is 5*10-5 seconds, and without any delayed neutrons in the 
reactor the keff would change very fast and the reactor would be uncontrollable. Due to the 
delayed neutrons with longer lifetime, the average lifetime of all neutrons is ~0,1 seconds. 
This means that the reactor is controllable. If the reactivity increase is larger than the amount 
of delayed neutrons (0,0065); the reactor condition is called prompt criticality which leads to 
a fast rise in the power [1]. The fraction of delayed neutrons is denoted β.  
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2.4 HOT ZERO POWER CONDITION 
At cold shutdown the reactor is sub critical and the moderator temperature is below 100 °C. 
The residual power cooling process is active during this phase. To start up the reactor, the 
cooling process is turned off and the heat-up starts, marked with 1 in figure 5. Green colour 
represents the control rod pattern, Black the reactor power and red the coolant flow. The reac-
tor operator pulls out control rods from the core according to the control rod sequence list and 
the first critical stage are reached (typically at a control rod pattern of 5000-6000%), number 
2 in figure 5. The generated power is now used to heat up the reactor and to reach operation 
temperature and pressure. The control rods are pulled out in groups of four or eight. The re-
circulation pumps have a low speed and the turbines are not connected. Hot zero power condi-
tion is a stage when operation pressure and temperature is reached (~286° C and 70 bar) but 
the power remains low (~2%) [10]. After the first start of the reactor, the control rods are in-
serted again and some test are made, between 3 and 4 in figure 5. Start-up is continued at 4, 
critical reactor is reached at 5 followed by the warming phase. When many control rods have 
been removed from the core and operation pressure and temperature is reached, the power 
will start increase over 2%, number 6 in figure 5. At a later stage the turbines are connected, 
number 7 in figure 5, and the reactor continues the power increase up to full power. 

The hot zero power condition is marked with the blue circles in figure 5. It is used as initial 
condition is this thesis, since it is discovered that this conditions lead to severe RIA incidents. 
The low void amount at this stage means that the negative void feedback is less dominant and 
it is possible to get a higher reactivity addition in the reactor. 

 

Figure 6 – A typical start up for a BWR. Green line – control rod pattern, Black line – power, Red line – coolant flow. 
1: Start up begins and control rods are withdrawn from the reactor. 2: The first critical stage is reached and the 
warm up phase begins. 3: Control rods are inserted and some test are done. 4: Start up is continued with control rod 
removal.  5: The reactor is critical again and the warp up phase begin. 6: When many control rods are withdrawn 
from the core the power cannot remain low. The power rises. 7: The turbines are connected. The reactor continues its 
power increase up to full power. The blue circles indicate the “hot zero power” stage.  

2.5 CONTROL ROD DROP 
A postulated reactivity initiated accident (RIA) in a BWR is a control rod drop. It can occur 
by a mechanical failure of the control rod drive mechanism; if the control rod blade is sepa-
rated from its drive mechanism. This incident is assumed to occur when the control rod is 
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fully inserted in the core. The reactor operator pulls out the control rod, but it remains stuck in 
the core and at a later time during the start-up phase the control rod blade falls out of the reac-
tor due to gravity. Because of loss of neutron absorption, the reactivity in the core is rapidly 
increased [2]. 

Different types of incidents during operation of a nuclear power plant are classified from H1 
to H5 incidents. H2 describes disturbances that are expected to occur sometime during the life 
time of the plant. Incidents of classification H3 is not assumed to occur during operation of 
one plant, but is postulated to occur at some time during operation of several plants [12]. 

The control rod drop accident is defined as a H4 incident. The H4 classification describes an 
unlikely incident that cannot be assumed to occur at any time during operation of several nu-
clear power plants. The H4 incident is although postulated to occur since it could lead to con-
sequences for the surroundings and should therefore be analysed. The frequency for this type 
of accident is 10-4-10-6 per operational year [12]. Until today the experience from nuclear 
power reactors reach 104 years of operation. 

2.5.1 CAUSE 
A control rod can get stuck inserted into the core due to bent fuel channels that is deformed 
because of neutron radiation. The control rod can be separated from the drive mechanism if 
the bayonet coupling between the control rod and the drive mechanism is not attached in the 
right way. The control rod is assumed to get stuck in the core, while the drive mechanism is 
fully withdrawn from the core. This error cannot be detected by the safety system since the 
drive mechanism is moving as expected. After the drive mechanism has reached its end posi-
tion, the control rod can fall out from the reactor due to gravity [12]. 

2.5.2 CONSEQUENCES 
The falling control rod results in an increased reactivity in the core. If the increased reactivity 
is larger than the reactivity from the delayed neutrons, the reactor gets prompt critical. The 
reactor power is quickly increased (see figure 1, chapter 1) and the fuel temperature is rising 
fast. Due to the negative feedbacks in the reactor the power will peak fast. The negative feed-
backs are mainly the Doppler feedback and the void feedback [12]. 

2.6 FUEL AND CLADDING DAMAGE 
Nuclear Energy Agency State of the art Report [2] has identified four potential failure modes 
for the fuel during a RIA. 

§ Low temperature failure by PCMI (Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction, explained 
in section 2.6.1) under the early heat up stage. This failure mode is relevant to high 
burnup fuel rods with severe corroded cladding that is subjected to a narrow power 
pulse at a zero power condition. 

§ High temperature failure by cladding ballooning and burst. This is as a consequence 
of film boiling and significant rod internal over pressure. This is relevant for fresh or 
low burnup fuel.  

§ Failure by disruption of cladding when cooled down from high temperature. This is a 
consequence of oxygen induced embrittlement due to high temperature on the clad-
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ding that oxidizes under a film boiling phase. This is limiting for fresh and low 
burnup fuel.  

§ High temperature failure by melting of the cladding and possible melting of the fuel 
[2]. 

2.6.1 PCMI – PELLET CLADDING MECHANICAL INTERACTION 
When the enthalpy in the fuel is rising, a thermal expansion takes place in the pellet. Pressure 
from the expanded pellet on the cladding can cause a failure of the cladding. The cladding 
characteristics determines if it fails or not. If the cladding is hydrated is gets more embrittled. 
If the temperature is low in the cladding, the material is more embrittled. At higher tempera-
ture it is more ductile. The PCMI failure occurs most likely at an early stage during a RIA, 
when the temperature of the cladding is low [13]. 

Studsvik has simulated PCMI with irradiated BWR cladding from Forsmark 3 and Os-
karshamn 3. The burnup level was 40 MWd/kgU. The ductility of the cladding is decreased 
with increased hydrogen concentration [14]. 

A temperature dependence of the hoop strain at failure during RIA conditions has been de-
termined by Studsvik. Below temperatures of 160-180° C, the cladding has a low ductility. 
Cladding that exceeds the temperature of 160-180° C has a high ductility. The transition be-
tween the lower ductility and the higher ductility is sharp. The fuel was irradiated to a burnup 
level at 63,1 MWd/kgU [15]. 

2.6.2 CLADDING BALLOONING 
This phenomenon occurs when the heat transfer between cladding and fuel is impaired by a 
boiling crisis and the internal gas pressure exceeds the coolant pressure [2]. The cladding 
temperature rises and the cladding deforms and breaks [13]. 

2.6.3 CHF AND DRY OUT 
At power operation of a plant; the water in the reactor is boiling and the steam is led to the 
turbine to generate electricity. The heat that is developed in the fuel is transported to the mod-
erator through the fluid in contact with the hot surface. CHF (critical heat flux) is the highest 
surface power that can be transferred from the fuel and cladding to the fluid through boiling. 
If the surface power exceeds CHF, partial film boiling is occurring. The heat from the fuel is 
then transferred to the water by conduction and radiation. The film of steam will grow until it 
covers the whole hot surface. The water on the surface is gone and the vapour has contact 
with the cladding; a dry out has occurred, see figure 7.  
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Figure 7 – Water channel between two fuel pins where dryout has occurred. 

At dry out, the temperature of the fuel and cladding will increase rapidly. This scenario will 
occur at high vapour content in a BWR. CPR (critical power ratio) is the relation between the 
power that would give dry out, and the current power [16], see equation 2. 

!"# = !"#$%!"#$%&
!"#$%

     eq. 2 

The production of void during a transient at zero or low power can locally be relatively large. 
Despite the low risk for CHF to occur at low power, it is necessary to predict CPR [12] to 
ensure that no limits are exceeded. 

2.7 REQUIREMENTS TO AVOID DAMAGE ON FUEL AND CLADDING DURING 
RIA 
This thesis treats a POLCA7 methodology from Westinghouse especially developed for For-
smark NPP, F1 and F2. Westinghouse has established a limit for maximum static control rod 
worth (total reactivity insertion) during hot zero power conditions. The maximal allowed stat-
ic control rod worth with fixed void is 82 pcm/control rod percent at a fuel assembly burnup 
of < 48 MWd/kgU. If this criterion is met, the integrity of the fuel and cladding is preserved 
[17]. 

In general, RIA criterion is established from from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) with respect to maximum fuel enthalpy. 
These criterions together with maximum temperature of cladding and fuel are shown in table 
1. If the criterions are met, the fuel and cladding remain intact during a RIA.  
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Table 1 - RIA limits regarding maximal fuel enthalpy, the temperature of the fuel and cladding and Westinghouse 
limit with respect to reactivity of a control rod in pcm/control rod percent. 

Enthalpy Fuel/Cladding [kJ/kg fuel] Condition Source 
1 Fuel 963  NRC [3] 
 
2 

Fuel 712 zero power, rod pres-
sure ≤ system pressure 

NRC [3] 

3 Fuel 628 zero power, rod pres-
sure > system pressure 

NRC [3] 

4 Fuel 712 Zero power and low 
power.  

EPRI [18] 

Temperature Fuel/Cladding [° C] Condition Source 
5 Fuel 2817-2877  NEA [2] 
6 Cladding 1204  Studsvik 

Scandpower [19] 
Control rod 
worth 

Control rod [pcm/control 
rod percent] 

Condition Source 

7  82 Burnup < 48 
MWd/kgU 

Westinghouse 
[17] 

 

Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) have developed limits for damaged cladding in 
relation to average enthalpy [20]. The enthalpies are interpreted in this thesis as absolute val-
ues. The limits are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Limits for cladding damage determined by SSM (Swedish Radiation Safety Authority) [19] [20]. The limits 
are recalculated to units that will match the simulation results in this report. 

Pellet Burnup 
[MWd/kgUO2] 
(source SSM) 

Pellet Burnup 
[MWd/kgU] 
(inferred) 

Assembly 
Burnup 
[MWd/kgU] 
(inferred) 

Average Enthal-
py [cal/gUO2] 
(SSM limit) 

Average En-
thalpy 
[kJ/kgUO2] 
(inferred) 

0 0 0 140 586,2 
33 37,4 27,6 140 586,2 
40 45,7 34,5 100 418,7 
50 56,7 43,7 60 251,2 
60 68,1 53,2 30 125,6 
 

The criterions are recalculated to assembly burnup [MWd/kgU] and average enthalpy 
[kJ/kgUO2], also shown in table 2. This is done because data from Forsmark NPP are defined 
with these units and makes the evaluation of the limits easier. Pellet burnup of 60 
MWd/kgUO2 is equivalent to a pellet burnup of 68,1 MWd/kgU [21]. The assembly burnup is 
estimated from figure 8 and the linear correlation. Data in figure 8 is based on calculated data 
for F1. 
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Figure 8 – Linear correlation of assembly burnup and pellet burnup based on data from Forsmark 1. The correlation 
is described by the equation y=1,2x+4,3. Pellet burnup is on y-axis and average assembly burnup is on x-axis. 

Note that with this linear correlation in figure 8, a pellet burnup of 0 MWd/kgU do not corre-
spond to an assembly burn up of 0 MWd/kgU. Below a burnup of 10 MWd/kgU the burnable 
absorbers are not consumed, and this means that some pellets are just absorbing neutrons 
while some are reactive and a more active part of the fission process. This is also mainly de-
pendent on how much burnable absorber that is inserted with the fuel and how the burnable 
absorber is enriched. The behaviour in this region of low burnup is therefore not surprising. 
However, the correlation by low burnup is irrelevant since the limit from SSM is decreased at 
a burnup of ~27 MWd/kgU and higher, see figure 9. 

The RIA criterion from SSM in SI-units is shown in figure 9. Since the limit from SSM is 
applicable by law at Swedish nuclear power plants, these limits are used throughout this the-
sis. 

 

Figure 9 – Limits for fuel failure during a RIA according to SSM. The limits are depending on average enthalpy in the 
fuel and the burnup of the fuel assemblies. The values are interpreted as absolute. 
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3. METHOD 
This chapter handles the methodology used to simulate RIA in Forsmark. Last part includes 
how the POLCA7 methodology is applied in this thesis and what conditions are used in the 
simulations. 

3.1 PRESENT METHODOLOGY – STATIC CALCULATION 
Westinghouse has developed a methodology (in this report referred to as the POLCA7 meth-
odology) to determine the maximum enthalpy during a RIA with the POLCA7 software [12]. 

 At low power conditions in the reactor; the following simulation data is recommended:  

§ 0,5 and 2 % power 
§ 3300 kg/s coolant flow 
§ 70,0 bar reactor pressure 
§ 285° C inlet temperature (1° C sub cooling) 

Cycle start-up sequence is used at a pattern that represents the reference level of keff for the 
hot zero power condition, ±3000 pcm. An uncertainty of ±3000 pcm is assumed to cover the 
difference in reactivity due to burnup, presence of Xenon and other uncertainties [17]. 

All control rods that have been withdrawn fully or partly from the core can be assumed to fall 
during a RIA. For the specific control rod, two calculations in POLCA7 are done [17].  

First analysis is done with the specific control rod inserted in the core and the other control 
rods in position according to the pattern and keff for the core is calculated [17].  

A second analysis is done with the control rod fully withdrawn or as far as the pattern allows 
and the keff is calculated. The difference in the reactivity from the both cases is calculated and 
a rough estimate of the control rod reactivity worth is obtained. The void and the fuel temper-
ature are not changed from the first case, to represent a fast scenario with no time to develop 
more void [17]. This step in the methodology is represented in figure 10 as the “Selection”. 

The control rods with the highest reactivity worth are analysed in more detail through an axial 
simulation. The axial simulation calculates more in detail the control rod in different steps (0, 
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100%) with focus on the most aggressive part of the 
control rod, 10-40 %. This is resulting in a maximal static control rod worth in pcm/control 
rod percent [22], see figure 10. 

Westinghouse has determined a correlation between maximal enthalpy and pcm/control rod 
percent according to equation 3: 

!"#ℎ!"#$!"# = !"#$%"&  !"#  !"#$ℎ!"#×5,57+ 87,83  eq. 3 

Enthalpy is defined in kJ/kg and control rod worth in pcm/control rod percent. In the POL-
CA7 methodology, the dynamic simulation software POLCA-T is used to calculate maximum 
enthalpy and to find the correlation in equation 3.  
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Since the correlation (eq. 3) is found between the reactivity of the control rod in pcm/control 
rod percent (pcm/cr%) and the maximal enthalpy, the dynamic simulation is not necessary, 
and the evaluation regarding SSM limits can be done with only the results from the axial cal-
culation, according to the POLCA7 methodology. If the control rod is exceeding the limit of 
82 pcm/control rod percent, the core design or the control rod sequence have to be redesigned. 

 

Figure 10 – A block diagram of the POLCA7 methodology which is used in this thesis together with a dynamic simula-
tion in S3K. It starts with a selection of the worst control rod drops cases in POLCA7. If the control rod value of reac-
tivity is high, the simulation continues in an axial simulation. The worst cases continue to a dynamic calculation in a 
dynamic software. The finesse with the POLCA7 methodology is a found correlation between reactivity/control rod 
percent and fuel enthalpy, which means that the dynamic simulation can be skipped. 

The analysis should be done by boc (beginning of cycle), moc (middle of cycle) and eoc (end 
of cycle).The methodology is time consuming since every control rod that is changed due to 
the pattern are able to get stuck and later fall out [17].  

At every level of burnup (boc/moc/eoc), POLCA7 generates 6000-8000 cases which take 
~24-48 h to simulate on a standard PC. The selection results in between ~5-20 worst cases 
which each takes ~10 minutes to investigate in the axial calculation. An axial calculation 
compared to a dynamic calculation is more time effective, since it takes ~30 min to simulate 
one case in S3K.  

3.2 PRESENT METHODOLOGY – DYNAMIC CALCULATION 
Studsvik Scandpower AB has developed a methodology for simulating RIA in S3K. S3K is a 
transient software with a 3D core model and models for BWR-systems with reactor vessel and 
steam system. Here is a short summary of the methodology: 
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The essential parameters for estimating the damage level for the fuel is CPR, local pin fuel 
enthalpy and temperature of cladding due to dry out or film boiling [19]. 

Every fuel assembly and control rod has to be represented in the model. Feedbacks in the re-
actor have to be represented in a relevant way. For prompt power transients; the Doppler 
feedback is dominating. The void feedback is important at a later stage in the transient. For 
fast transients the condition of the coolant by the inlet of the reactor is unchanged; the model 
is reduced to a core model with an assumption of constant pressure, constant flow and con-
stant temperature on inlet and outlet [19]. 

For a hot zero power condition; following operating condition is selected for a dynamic simu-
lation of the transient: 

§ Low power 2-5% 
§ 70 bar reactor pressure 
§ Typical sub cooling 
§ Minimal speed on recirculation pumps [19] 

3.3 METHOD USED 
The method used in this thesis for the static simulation is the POLCA7 methodology [12].  

For the dynamic simulation the software S3K is used instead of POLCA-T (that is used to 
develop the POLCA7 methodology). S3K is used since this is the software available in For-
smark for dynamic calculations and since S3K is the most mature dynamic software today. 
For the dymanic simulation all control rods exceeding 82 pcm/control rod percent are select-
ed. Control rods not exceeding this limit are also simulated in S3K to evaluate the methodolo-
gy. 

The simulations are done at hot zero power with core and cycle data from Forsmark 1, 2 and 
3. The same operating conditions are chosen for POLCA7 and S3K. If nothing else is men-
tioned: simulation is done at 2 % power, 285° C coolant temperature and 70 bar pressure. The 
hot zero power condition is chosen since it is limiting and gives the highest enthalpy rise in 
the fuel.  

3.4 LIST OF SOFTWARE 
Software that is used in this thesis is listed below with corresponding version.  

§ POLCA7 version 4.13.1 
§ S3K version 2.03.08 
§ MatLab version 7.9.0.529 
§ Casmo4 with cross section library e4lbl70 
§ Casmo4E with cross section library j20200 
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4. RESULTS 
This chapter includes results with corresponding figures, tables and comments. First part han-
dles the POLCA7 methodology applied on historic fuel cycles in Forsmark together with 
some validation of the methodology. After follows some special cases; cycle 27 from F1 that 
had no limiting cases due to RIA, the new cycle 33 in F1 and one example with unrealistic 
core designs. This chapter is ended with a discussion of the methodology and suggestions to 
improvements based on previous results. 

4.1 POLCA7 METHODOLOGY APPLIED ON OLD FUEL CYCLES IN FOR-
SMARK 
Based on the POLCA7 methodology [12], the five latest cycles from F2 and F3 and the eight 
latest cycles from F1 were studied. At first, all cycles were simulated during end of cycle, eoc. 
Control rod patterns were simulated in the interval of ~8000-11000%, which corresponds to 
the stage of hot zero power conditions. All control rods with a total reactivity (also referred to 
as static control rod worth) of >700 pcm were selected to be further investigated by an axial 
calculation.  

4.1.1 AXIAL CALCULATION OF INTERESTING CONTROL RODS 
All selected control rods were simulated in an axial calculation to find out the control rod 
worth in pcm/control rod percent (pcm/cr%). The control rods that exceeded the limit of 82 
pcm/control rod percent are presented in table 3 below. Total reactivity is the value of the 
reactivity difference the control rod makes at the drop, and the value depends on the distance 
of the drop. The distance of the drop depends on the control rod pattern; if the drive mecha-
nism is withdrawn to 40% at the time when the control rod drops, the control rod falls from 0-
40%. 

Table 3- After the selction of the most severe control rods in POLCA7, the selected rods were simulated in an axial 
simulation. The control rods exceeding the limit of 82 pcm/cr% is presented below. 

Reactor Cycle Time Control rod Pattern Total pcm pcm/cr% 
F1 c29 eoc U60 9720 1412 90,62 
F1 c29 eoc L75 9720 1293 85,79 
F1 c31 eoc U65 9720 1146 83,16 
F1 c32b02 eoc H65 10560 1645 88,69 
F1 c32b02 eoc T70 11000 1479 83,46 
F2 c27b eoc S75 9360 1243 95,76 
F2 c29 eoc U55 9040 1240 102,92 

 
Remember that the total reactivity and the reactivity/control rod percent are from two differ-
ent simulations. It is therefore not as easy as divide the total pcm with the distance (in pro-
cent) that the control rod has fallen.  

4.1.2 IS THE HIGHEST WORTH CONTROL ROD SELECTED? 
A validation of the methodology was done by investigating if the total pcm, gives the highest 
pcm/control rod percent. The most severe control rod with respect to pcm/control rod percent 
is selected in POLCA7 in these cases, see figure 11. The validation is made from F1.  
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Figure 11 – Results to investigate if the highest total reactivity gives the highest reactivity/control rod percent. The 
control rods are from different cycles at F1 and the simulation is done in POLCA7. 

4.1.3 DIFFERENT CROSS SECTION LIBRARIES 
In POLCA7, two different cross section libraries have been tested. The lattice code Casmo4 to 
generate the cross sections is currently used, but a transition is on-going to the newer lattice 
code Casmo4E with a new library. An investigation if a change of library will have an impact 
on the results was done and the result is presented in figure 12. The library evaluation is done 
on F1 cycle 29. 

 

Figure 12 – Some control rods from cycle 29 on F1 was simulated in POLCA7 with different cross section libraries. 
The impact of different cross sections libraries on the results will be small and the library from Casmo4 is used 
throughout the thesis.  

Only small differences are observable in figure 12. Throughout the thesis the library from 
Casmo4 is used since this is currently the production version at Forsmark. 

4.1.4 CORRELATIONS WITH STATIC CONTROL ROD WORTH 
By plotting the static control rod worth (total pcm) and the pcm/control rod percent for F1 a 
possible correlation between the parameters can be found. If this correlation is found the axial 
calculation is unnecessary. The plot is shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13 - Correlation between static control rod worth (total reactivity for the control rod) and reactivity per con-
trol rod percent. No clear one-to-one correlation is shown. The results are from POLCA7. 

Figure 13 implies that there is no clear one-to-one correlation between the two parameters. 

The correlation between the static control rod worth (total pcm) in pcm and the enthalpy is 
plotted in figure 14. There are no linear correlation between maximum enthalpy and the static 
control rod worth according to the methodology [17]. Findings in figure 14 confirm this 
statement. 

 

Figure 14 – The plot shows if there is a correlation between fuel enthalpy and control rod worth, the total reactivity 
for the control rod. No clear linear correlation is found. The enthalpy is from S3K while the control rod reactivity is 
from POLCA7. 

Maximum fuel pin enthalpy is in this thesis a value which is defined as the maximum reached 
enthalpy during the transient. This enthalpy is a local effect, and it is defined as the worst pin 
in the fuel assembly at a certain plane of the reactor at a certain time. The reactor is divided in 
25 axial planes, and the plane with often highest fuel enthalpy is plane 21 (plane 25 at the top 
of the reactor, plane 1 at the bottom). This interpretation is used through the whole thesis. 
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4.1.5 WHEN IS THE LIMIT OF 82 PCM/CONTROL ROD PERCENT EXCEEDED? 
When the results from F1 cycles 29, 31 and 32b was divided in three categories; boc, moc and 
eoc, it is shown that the simulations during eoc is the worst because the limit is exceeded in 
some cases, see figure 15. All results in figure 15 are from simulations in POLCA7. Note that 
all results that has a static control rod worth <700 pcm is not shown in the figure. End of cycle 
is worst since the fuel that was fresh at the beginning of the cycle have consumed most of the 
burnable absorbers at this stage and the fuel is at the vicinity of peak of reactivity. Another 
contribution is the absorption of neutrons in 238U that have built up plutonium through the 
decay chain 238U+n→239U→239Np→239Pu. 239Pu is fissile and lowers the part of delayed neu-
trons in the reactor. This means that the reactor is prompt critical at an earlier stage compared 
to when the fuel only contains 235U and 238U. This is also shown in figure 21, 22 and 23 where 
the transient is quicker at eoc than at boc and at moc.  

 

Figure 15 – Total reactivity plotted with reactivity/control rod percent at different burnup stages. The figure shows 
that the simulation at eoc, end of cycle, gives the most severe results and the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent is 
exceeded in some of these cases. Results from POLCA7. 

The same analysis is done with the cycles F1 c29, c31, c32b and F2 c27b, c29, see figure 
16.The reactivity of the control rods are simulated in POLCA7, but the enthalpy are from 
simulations in S3K. The same results are shown, that eoc is exceeding the limit in POLCA7. 
Boc is safely distanced from the limit and moc is closer, but still lower.  
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Figure 16 – Reactivity/control rod percent is plotted against the fuel enthalpy. The simulations during eoc give the 
most severe results with cases exceeding the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent. Reactivity from POLCA7 and en-
thalpy from S3K. 

4.1.6 SIMULATION OF INTERESTING CONTROL RODS IN S3K 
The control rods selected from POLCA7 simulations that exceeded the limit of 82 
pcm/control rod percent (from table 3 in section 4.1.1) were simulated in S3K. The control 
rod drop for these cases was simulated in boc, moc and eoc1. The simulation resulted in a 
maximum fuel pin enthalpy of the worst fuel pin in the reactor at the control rod drop acci-
dent. The result is plotted in figure 17.  

 

Figure 17 – Maximum fuel pin enthalpy is plotted on the y-axis and the reactivity in pcm/control rod percent is plot-
ted on the x-axis. The enthalpy is a result from simulations in S3K and the reactivity from POLCA7. The data is from 
different reactors, cycles and levels of burnup. 

A linearization is done and a limit for the pcm/control rod percent is found, just as in the 
POLCA7 methodology [17]. In the POLCA7 methodology [17] an addition of the enthalpy of 
37 kJ/kg is added to cover the uncertainties, which is not done here since the goal of this the-
sis is not to create an exact methodology but to find the potential weaknesses and pave the 
way for a less time consuming and direct analysis. The failure limit for enthalpy of 586 kJ/kg 

                                                
1 Cycle 31 at boc and moc gave no enthalpy rise in S3K and in therefore not shown in figure 17. 
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according to Swedish Radiation Safety Authority is marked with a red line in figure 18. By 
linearization of all simulated cases (series 1) in figure 18, a correlation is found and a limit for 
cladding failure of ~164 pcm/control rod percent. This is remarkably higher than the limit of 
82 pcm/control rod percent from the POLCA7 methodology. The found limit is higher than 
the limit from the POLCA7 methodology even though uncertainties of 37 kJ/kg is included or 
excluded in either case. The linear correlation is described by equation 4. 

!"#ℎ!"#$!"# = 3,85×!"#$%"&  !"#  !"#!ℎ − 46,63  eq. 4 

Control rod worth is defined in pcm/control rod percent and the enthalpy in kJ/kg. By lineari-
zation of series 2 (selected cases) in figure 18, a lower limit for fuel failure is obtained. This 
correlation is described by equation 5 and gives a limit of ~122 pcm/control rod percent when 
maximum enthalpy is 586 kJ/kg. 

!"#ℎ!"#$!"# = 5,78×!"#$%"&  !"#  !"#$ℎ − 120,83  eq. 5 

The limit from equation 5 is also higher than the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent from the 
POLCA7 methodology. Equation 4 and 5 is not identical with the correlation that was con-
cluded (equation 2) in the POLCA7 methodology. By studying series 1 in figure 18, doubt is 
raised about the linearization. It is not obvious that a linear correlation exists as stated in the 
methodology [17].  The simulation results have low enthalpies compared to the limit from 
SSM, but higher enthalpies were not achieved by simulation of real cycles. Higher enthalpies 
and control rod reactivities would make the evaluation of a possible correlation easier. 

It is also shown by figure 18 that even though the limit is exceeded in POLCA7, the limit for 
fuel failure in S3K of 586 kJ/kg for low burnup fuel is not exceeded. The fuel failure limit in 
S3K is defined by SSM. 

 

Figure 18 – A linearization between maximum fuel pin enthalpy at the y-axis and the reactivity/control rod percent at 
the x-axis. Where the line crosses the SSM limit for low burnup fuel (586kJ/kg) the limit in pcm/control rod percent is 
found, just as the POLCA7 methodology found their limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent. The enthalpy is from S3K 
and the reactivity from POLCA7.  
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4.1.7 MAXIMUM ENTHALPY WITH RESPECT TO BURNUP 
The burnup of the fuel is interesting since the failure criterion is lower at high burnup levels. 
The worst fuel pin with respect to maximum enthalpy is plotted with the same fuel’s average 
assembly burnup. The plotted control rods in figure 19 are the control rods from table 3 in 
section 4.1.1. The control rods have been simulated at different power. It is shown that differ-
ent low power gives different results, which is more investigated in section 4.1.11. Figure 19 
displays the results together with the limit for fuel failure from SSM. The selected control 
rods are safely below the failure limit, even though POLCA7 selected them because they were 
exceeding the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent.  

 

Figure 19 - Maximum fuel pin enthalpy with respect to burnup for the seven control rods in table 3. The simulation is 
done in S3K at different low power to investigate the differences. Even though these control rods exceeded the limit of 
82 pcm/control rod percent, it is still far from exceeding the SSM limit. 

To investigate what happens at burnups higher than ~27 MWd/kgU, cycle 29 and cycle 32b 
from F1 was investigated at eoc. Around the control rod that dropped, the high burned up fuel 
were matched with the corresponding average fuel enthalpy. Figure 20 shows that the fuel 
failure limit is not exceeded in these cases.  

 

Figure 20 – Average fuel enthalpy with respect to the average assembly burn up. It is interesting to plot the fuel with a 
higher burnup since the limit is lower for fuel with high burnup. The RIA limit from SSM is not exceeded. 
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Figure 20 shows a very direct way of evaluating results from a control rod drop simulation. It 
is easy to know if the limit is exceeded, even for fuel with high burnup.  

4.1.8 MAXIMUM FUEL PIN ENTHALPY 
When the rod U60 from cycle 29 in Forsmark 1 is simulated during boc, moc and eoc in S3K, 
the maximum fuel pin enthalpy development in the fuel is plotted in figure 21. Since the fuel 
only reaches ~290 kJ/kg and the limit for fuel damage is 586,2 kJ/kg, the results indicate a too 
conservative limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent for fuel with low or medium burnup. Figure 
21 confirms that eoc is the worst condition for a RIA during one cycle. The control rod falls at 
1 s and is fully withdrawn (100%) at 1,84 s. 

 

Figure 21 – Maximal fuel pin enthalpy simulated in S3K at three different burnup stages, beginning of cycle, middle 
of cycle and end of cycle. The figure shows clearly that a control rod drop during the end of cycle will lead to the high-
est reached fuel entalpies. 

4.1.9 CLADDING TEMPERATURE 
When the rod U60 from cycle 29 in Forsmark 1 is simulated during boc, moc and eoc in S3K, 
the temperature development in the fuel is plotted in figure 22. The figure confirms that the 
worst scenario is reached at eoc. It indicates that the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent is too 
conservative for fuel with low or medium burnup; the cladding temperature limit is 1204 °C, 
but this simulation only reaches ~335 °C. The control rod worth is 90,6 pcm/control rod per-
cent and the enthalpy is 291,5 kJ/kg for eoc. 
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Figure 22 – Maximal cladding temperature simulated in S3K at three different burnup stages, boc, moc and eoc. The 
figure shows clearly that a control rod drop during the end of cycle will lead to the highest reached cladding tempera-
tures. 

4.1.10 VOID FEEDBACK AND FUEL TEMPERATURE FEEDBACK 
The transient is ended shortly after the control rod drop, see figure 23. The highest power 
peak is obtained at eoc, with a power peak reaching ~9,5 GW for F1, cycle 29, control rod 
U60. Before the transient starts, the power is 2 % of installed (~20 MW). 

 

Figure 23 - Total reactor power during a control rod drop that starts at 1s. The simulation is done in S3K at boc, moc 
and eoc. The burnup stage of eoc gives the highest power peak. 

The power increase is ended because of the Doppler and void feedback, see figure 24. The 
figure displays the negative reactivity that the increasing fuel temperature and steam produc-
tion generates. The reactivity is here measured in dollar. Dollar is denoted as the fraction of 
delayed neutrons; 1 $=β.  
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Figure 24 – The development of the void feedback and the Doppler feedback at a control rod drop. The simulation is 
done in S3K at the end of cycle. The reactivity is plotted in dollar, which is denoted as the fraction of delayed neu-
trons. 

By studying figure 25, one can see that the Doppler feedback is quicker than the void feed-
back.  

 

Figure 25 – The Doppler feedback is quicker than the void feedback at a RIA. This means that it is mostly the Dop-
pler feedback that decreases the power peak. The simulation is done in S3K at the end of cycle. 

4.1.11 DIFFERENT POWER 
The seven cases (Table 3) that were selected as worst control rods from POLCA7 were inves-
tigated at different power. The axial calculation was done at nine different powers in the in-
terval 0,5-9 %. The result is displayed in figure 26 by the dotted lines. Maximum is given at 2 
% power.  

The simulation at different power was also done in S3K. The simulation was done by the 
same power as in the axial calculation. Figure 26 shows that the enthalpy maximum is given 
at ~3-4 % power.  
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The red line in figure 26 denotes the limit in both POLCA7 (82 pcm/control rod percent from 
POLCA7 methodology) and S3K (586 kJ/kg, SSM’s limit for fuel with low and medium 
burnup). 

 

Figure 26 – The seven control rods from table 3 is simulated in POLCA7 (dotted lines) which resulted in reactivi-
ty/control rod percent, plotted on the left y-axis. The control rods are also simulated in S3K (solid lines) during same 
conditions which resulted in a maximal fuel pin enthalpy, plotted on the y-axis to the right. The limit from the POL-
CA7 methodology (82 pcm/control rod percent) and from SSM (586 kJ/kg) is represented by the red line. The rods are 
simulated at different low power. 

In POLCA7 the limiting case is reached at ~2% power, while the limiting case in S3K is 
reached at ~3-4% power. This is obviously a weakness with the methodology.  

Figure 26 shows that even though the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent is exceeded in 
POLCA7, the limit in S3K (586 kJ/kg) is not exceeded. 

4.2 CYCLE 27 FORSMARK 1  
Cycle 27 eoc at Forsmark 1 showed during the selection of control rods in POLCA7 to be 
special. Unlike the other cycles, cycle 27 had no control rod with a static control rod worth 
>400 pcm. From a RIA perspective this is a “perfect” cycle, and a further investigation of this 
cycle was done to learn how to design a “perfect” cycle.  

4.2.1 IMPACT OF DIFFERENT CONTROL ROD SEQUENCES 
The sorting was done again but with other control rod sequences, one from F1 c31 and one 
from F2 c29, to see how much impact the control rod sequence had. The control rods that 
were selected were used in an axial calculation and in a dynamic simulation in S3K. The re-
sult of the worst control rods from every combination is shown in table 4. 
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Table 4 – Results from simulating cycle 27 with different sequences in POLCA7 summarized. The highest values in 
total reactivity, reactivity/control rod percent and fuel enthalpy is marked with bold. There are big differences in the 
results depending on what control rod sequence is used. 

Control rod sequence Control rod Max pcm Pattern pcm/cr% Enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
F1 c27 O65 352 10520 15,53 96,302 
  T65 350 8040 10,11 96,302 
  M65 383 10080 16,31 96,302 

 
S55 351 10080 14,64 96,302 

F1 c31 K70 1064 11000 62,69 169,39 
  T65 979 11000 57,11 105,39 
  I65 918 11000 50,88 151,28 
  S70 822 11000 45,24 104,18 
  I70 952 11000 57,01 161,91 
  T70 878 11000 53,38 104,74 
F2 c29 O75 963 9040 55,55 132,87 
  M70 721 9040 37,55 113,14 
  T55 712 9040 38,08 124,01 
  U50 705 9040 39,66 128,16 
  M75 1155 9040 91,62 174,58 
  U55 1029 9040 83,40 204,97 
 

Depending on what control rod sequence is used on the same cycle, the result varies signifi-
cantly. With another sequence, there are control rods that exceed the limit of 82 pcm/control 
rod percent. Different control rods are selected in every case. The variety of the result is also 
shown in figure 27. 

 

Figure 27 – The results of simulation in S3K (fuel enthalpy) and POLCA7 (reactivity/control rod percent) for three 
different control rod sequences on the same core design. 

Figure 28 illustrates how different control rod sequences changes the power distribution in the 
core during start-up. Sequence F1 c27 results in a more evenly distributed power profile com-

                                                
2 These control rods gave no enthalpy rise in the dynamic simulation. This is an estimation of the steady state 
value and therefore the same for all control rods from sequence F1 c27. 
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pared to the other two sequences that create cores with power islands. The worst control rod 
drop accidents with highest fuel enthalpies occur if control rods adjacent to these power is-
lands drop. 

 

Figure 28 - Power distributions of the three cases. From left: sequence F1 c27, F1 c31 and F2 c29. Red indicates most 
power, blue less power. The left core have a more even power distribution over the core, but the other two have “pow-
er islands”, which are not recommended in a RIA perspective. 

4.2.2 IMPACT OF DIFFERENT CORE DESIGNS 
Previous section stated that the control rod sequence have big impact of the RIA simulations. 
Since control rods and fuel are essential for the results of RIA simulation, an evaluation of 
different core designs are appropriate.  

Since year 2008 the flywheels cannot be credited for the three reactors. The last fuel cycle 
with the energy storage available is cycle 27 in F1.  

Energy storage for the reactor has impact on the operating limits and hence on the core de-
sign. The limits for CPR is lower with the flywheels, see equation 6. This means that the reac-
tor can have a higher local power without any risk of dry out. The reactor must be above the 
CPR limit. Reactive fuel is concentrated to the centre of the reactor. The high burned up fuel 
is in periphery of the reactor (3-4 rows), to decrease the neutron leakage. See figure 29, cycle 
26 to the left, for an example of this type of core design. 

!"# = !"#$%!"#$%&
!"#$%

     eq. 6 

Without the energy storage available, the core is designed in a different way. The CPR limit is 
higher and is limiting for the core design. The power have to be evenly distributed through the 
whole core and to mitigate the power from the high reactive fuel, the high burned up fuel have 
to be located adjacent. Only one row in the periphery of the reactor is loaded with high burned 
up fuel, see figure 29 with cycle 29 to the right. Number of fresh fuel inserted in the core is 
more than for cycles with the flywheels available. This is to compensate for the increased 
neutron leakage due to fewer rows with fuel with high burnup in the periphery.  
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Figure 29 – Different core design depending if the flywheels are available or not. Cycle 26 with flywheels to the left 
and cycle 29 without the flywheels to the right. Most burned up fuel assemblies are marked with red.  

After selection of limiting cases in POLCA7 and simulation in S3K, the differences of the 
cycles with or without the flywheels is shown in figure 30. With flywheels and that type of 
core design the RIA incident is gentler. Data from figure 30 is based on the most severe con-
trol rods from F1, cycle 25 and 26 with flywheels, and cycle 29, 31 and 32b without fly-
wheels. 

 

Figure 30 – RIA simulation results with and without the impact of flywheels. The enthalpies are a result from simula-
tions in S3K and the reactivity/control rod percent is a result form simulation in POLCA7. A RIA at a core designed 
without flywheels will be more severe than at a core designed with the flywheels available.  

RIA seems to be more severe in the types of core designs where the flywheels are not availa-
ble. This is mainly because there is more fresh fuel that is more reactive at the end of cycle 
and it is blended more frequently with high burned up fuel which has lower RIA limit.  

The loss of flywheels has not influenced F3 as hard as the other two reactors since F3 have 
larger recirculation pumps and therefore lower CPR limits. The design of the control rod se-
quence is also a contributing reason why no limiting cases were found from F3. The reactor 
physicists for F3 have sequences where more control rods are used at the same time and re-
sults in a more even power distribution.  
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4.3 NEXT CYCLE IN FORSMARK 1 
The next fuel cycle for Forsmark 1 was investigated according to the POLCA7 methodology 
in an attempt to create the perfect start up sequence based on the findings about sequence and 
core design from previous section 4.2. Since the flywheels cannot be credited, little can be 
done about the core design. Focus is therefore to create the perfect startup sequence.  

Since no control rod sequence is constructed yet, sequences from cycle 27 and cycle 31 of F1 
were used as a starting point. Five cases was selected from POLCA7 and further simulated in 
S3K. The result is shown in table 5. End of cycle was used in this simulation. 

Table 5 – Simulation results from cycle 33 in Forsmark 1 with control rod sequences from c27 and c31. Five cases 
were selected since they exceeded the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent. 

Cycle Sequence Control rod Pattern pcm/cr% Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 
c33 c27 R75 10120 98,53 395,19 

 
c27 S75 10480 97,86 405,88 

 
c31 L75 9720 96,91 366,54 

 
c31 K75 9720 95,01 361,72 

 
c31 S75 10400 92,92 353,71 

 

By using experience from previous section 4.2 and how the perfect cycle should be designed 
regarding to RIA, a new control rod sequence was designed. The control rod sequence were 
designed in order to try to get an even power distribution of the core. The new design of the 
control rod sequence was simulated in POLCA7 which resulted in no control rods exceeding 
the limit from the POLCA7 methodology of 82 pcm/control rod percent. The power distribu-
tions of the two worst cases are shown in figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 – The power distributions with the new sequences of the most severe RIAs. To the left pattern 8920 with a 
maximum reactivity/control rod percent of 71,44 pcm/control rod percent. To the right the pattern 10040 with a max-
imum reactivity of 52,84 pcm/control rod precent. 

To be able to design a new sequence without problems due to RIA, shows that the conclusion 
from section 4.2.1 is useful and accurate; an even power distribution is preferred. 
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4.4 WORST CASE – UNREALISTIC FUEL COMBINATION 
To challenge the POLCA7 methodology, four cases with fuel combinations were composed. 
Two cases were composed with the fuel with the highest burnup surrounded by the most reac-
tive fuel (one-year old fuel). Two cases were composed with only high reactive fuel. The new 
fuel designs were then simulated in a control rod drop, letting the control rod close to where 
the fuel design was modified drop out of the reactor. 

4.4.1 HIGH REACTIVE FUEL 
Two cases were put together with high reactive fuel. The limiting control rods were H65 and 
T70, see figure 32. The reactors are half core symmetrical; therefore only one half is shown in 
the figure. The most reactive fuel assemblies are marked with red, the least reactive is marked 
with blue. 

 

Figure 32 – Half core pattern with the reactivity plotted. Low reactive fuel is denoted with blue, high reactive fuel 
with red. The black square is the supercell whit the control rod drop, and the core design is modified in and around 
that super cell. Control rod T70 to the left and control rod H65 to the right. 

Both cases were simulated in POLCA7 and S3K. The numeric result is shown in table 6. Con-
sidering the fuel failure limit of 586 kJ/kg for fuel with low burnup, this case is below the 
RIA limit from SSM. No fuel assembly with very high burnup is located in the supercell 
where the control rod drop, that is why an evaluation is made regarding the higher limit from 
SSM. However, the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent is exceeded. 

Table 6 – Numeric results from simulation in POLCA7 (reactivity of a control rod in pcm/control rod percent) and 
S3K (mamimal fuel pin enthalpy in kJ/kg) for worst case of a control rod drop with high reactivity fuel. 

Control rod Pattern pcm/cr% Max fuel pin enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
T70 11000 109,85 387,93 
H65 10560 133,61 464,67 

4.4.2 HIGH BURNED UP FUEL 
Two cases were composed with the fuel assembly with the highest burn up together with high 
reactive fuel and a control rod drop was simulated in POLCA7 and S3K. The load patterns are 
shown in figure 33 with the worst control rods marked. The most reactive fuel assemblies are 
marked with red, the least reactive is marked with blue. Fuel in Forsmark is not allowed to 
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have a higher average assembly burnup than 48 MWd/kgU. The limit of burnup might change 
to a higher value in the future, which means that an evaluation due to RIAs will be even more 
important since the limits are lower for fuel with high burnup. 

 

Figure 33 – Half core pattern with the fuel with the highest burnup surrounded by high reactive fuel. Low reactive 
fuel is denoted with blue, high reactive fuel with red. The black square is the supercell with the control rod drop, and 
the core design is modified in and around that super cell. Control rod T70 to the left and control rod H65 to the right.  

The assembly with the highest burnup is surrounded by high reactive fuel assemblies. The 
control rod drop is simulated in POLCA7 and S3K and the result is shown in table 7. It should 
be emphasized that these two cases are unrealistic fuel combinations.  

Table 7 – Numeric results from simualtions in POLCA7(reactivity of a control rod in pcm/control rod percent) and 
S3K (mamimal fuel pin enthalpy in kJ/kg) for worst case of a control rod drop with fuel with high burnup surrounded 
by high reactivity fuel. 

Control 
rod Pattern pcm/cr% 

Max fuel pin 
enthalpy 
[kJ/kg] 

Highest burnup:  
burnup 
[MWd/kgU] 

Highest burnup:  
max fuel pin enthalpy 
[kJ/kg] 

T70 11000 106,10 439,39 47,9 252,49 
H65 10560 115,65 439,84 47,9 276,67 
 

The assembly with highest enthalpy in the core do not exceed the limits for fuel failure from 
SSM of 586 kJ/kg. More interesting in these simulation cases is to investigate the fuel with 
high burnup, since the limit for fuel failure is lower for this kind of fuel. In figure 34 it is 
shown that the fuel with the highest burnup exceeds the limit for fuel failure in both cases. 
This fuel might fail, maybe due to PCMI. 
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Figure 34 – The fuel assemblies with the highest burnup plotted with respect to maximal enthalpy and assembly 
burnup. Both exceed the limit of fuel failure from SSM. The core design is these cases are unrealistic. 

In favour for the POLCA7 methodology, these cases where the fuel with high burnup fail to 
meet the criterion from SSM, the fuel is also exceeding the limit in POLCA7 of 82 
pcm/control rod percent. This means that this kind of core design would have been stopped 
and redesigned.  

4.5 EVALUATION OF THE POLCA7 METHODOLOGY 
This part summarizes the detected problems with the POLCA7 methodology, and gives some 
suggestions about improvements. 

4.5.1 PROBLEMS WITH THE METHODOLOGY 
Evaluation of the POLCA7 methodology has resulted in some found weaknesses with simu-
lating RIAs.  

Figure 18 shows an important flaw with the methodology. By following the method, one new 
limit is found of 164 pcm/control rod percent, which is remarkably higher than the found limit 
in the POLCA7 methodology. If another linearization is done the limit decreases to 122 
pcm/control rod percent, still higher than 82 pcm/control rod percent. The linearization is 
doubtful, and it is not convincing that a linear correlation really exists.  

According to figure 26, a power of 2% is giving the most limiting case when simulating in 
POLCA7. However, the most limiting case in S3K seems to be found at 3-4% power. There is 
a risk that the most severe case in S3K is missed. 

It is unclear how the methodology handles fuel with high burnup. Since the limit is lower for 
old fuel this should be investigated more properly.  

One general problem is that the methodology is time consuming and very conservative. For 
cases with exceeding control rods, the startup control rod sequence has to be redesigned even 
though they have large margin to SSM’s limits. This results in unnecessary work for the phys-
icists during outage when time is limited. 
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4.5.2 IN FAVOUR FOR THE METHODOLOGY 
Since no investigated control rod drop for real cycles when simulated in S3K have exceeded 
the limit from SSM regarding fuel failure, the limit of 82 pcm/control rod percent is very con-
servative which is good in a safety aspect. The unrealistic core design case where the limit 
was exceeded (in section 4.4.2) would have been detected in the POLCA7 methodology. 

4.5.3 SUGGESTIONS OF IMPROVEMENT 
Since all results show that the most severe accidents occur at eoc, the simulation at boc and 
moc seems unnecessary, and a more time effective analysis is possible. Even though some 
limiting cases would be found at moc, more limiting cases will be found at eoc. 

The axial simulation could be replaced with the dynamic calculation in S3K or POLCA-T. 
After the most severe control rods are identified with POLCA7, the selected rods should be 
simulated in S3K at once. Is is then possible to generate plots like figure 19 and 20 automati-
cally, and an evaluation due to fuel failure limits from SSM with respect to enthalpy and 
burnup is easy. The calculation time will increase, but a lot of time would be saved if the 
analysis is done at only eoc, and an easier evaluation could be worth the extra calculation 
time. 

4.5.4 UNCERTAINTIES IN THE SIMULATION 
The POLCA7 methodology is developed with the dynamic software POLCA-T. In this thesis 
S3K is used for the dynamic calculation. There are differences in these dynamic codes, POL-
CA-T is developed by Westinghouse and S3K is developed by Studsvik Scandpower. One 
known difference is the thermal hydraulics models in the codes. What impact this has on the 
results in this thesis is unclear.  

Since this kind of RIA never happened in a real reactor, the validation of the simulation codes 
is hard. Codes are verified with tests in small reactors at cold zero power, which is not corre-
sponding to a full scale power reactor. 

Since the transient is violent the simulation of void is problematic.   
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
History has taught us that a reactivity initiated accident can be severe with consequences. One 
type of severe RIA is a control rod drop during the start-up phase of a BWR. This thesis has 
evaluated the POLCA7 methodology developed by Westinghouse for calculating control rod 
drops in Forsmark NPP; F1 and F2. The POLCA7 methodology is not flawless, and some 
improvements are presented in section 4.5.3, for example removing the simulation at begin-
ning and middle of cycle since it is unnecessary. However, some questions are left unan-
swered; for example the correlations between parameters that is stated to be linear, which not 
have been possible to show in this thesis. A more detailed investigation of the POLCA7 
methodology is appropriate.  

A little more understanding is brought about why some cycles have limiting cases due to con-
trol rod accidents. Limiting cases seems to be dependent on the sequence and the core design. 
A sequence that gives an even power distribution during the hot zero power condition is pre-
ferred to avoid severe RIA. This statement is confirmed in the thesis by the designed control 
rod sequence for the new cycle in F1, without control rods exceeding the limit from the POL-
CA7 methodology of 82 pcm/control rod percent. A core design where fuel with high burnup 
is located in the periphery and less fresh fuel assemblies is more positive in a RIA perspec-
tive.  

A more direct way of investigating RIA would be to do the selection of the worst cases in 
POLCA7, and after simulate the cases in S3K, to be able to compare the results direct with the 
regulations from SSM.  
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